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TimelineTimeline
June 2009 June 2009 ---- The 0708 Informational Cohort The 0708 Informational Cohort 
Rate provided to districts.Rate provided to districts.
Summer 2009 Summer 2009 ---- ODE will submit for ODE will submit for 
approval from the US Department of approval from the US Department of 
EducationEducation
Summer 2009 Summer 2009 ---- begin data cleanup for the begin data cleanup for the 
0809 cohort0809 cohort
Spring 2010 Spring 2010 ---- 20082008--09 Cohort rate will be 09 Cohort rate will be 
reported reported 
Fall 2010 Fall 2010 ---- 20082008--09 Cohort rate will be used 09 Cohort rate will be used 
in AYP determinationsin AYP determinations
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What is the Cohort Rate?What is the Cohort Rate?

The Cohort Rate is the percent of students The Cohort Rate is the percent of students 
who receive a regular diploma within four who receive a regular diploma within four 
years of entering high school. years of entering high school. 
The Cohort Rate tracks students over the The Cohort Rate tracks students over the 
course of 4 years starting with their first course of 4 years starting with their first 
year in high school.year in high school.
Each member of a cohort will be assigned Each member of a cohort will be assigned 
a final outcome at the end of the four a final outcome at the end of the four 
years.years.
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Data Sources and ProcessData Sources and Process

The Cohort rate uses Resident Institution The Cohort rate uses Resident Institution 
only.only.
ODE uses records from ADM, Membership, ODE uses records from ADM, Membership, 
Early Leavers, and High School Completers Early Leavers, and High School Completers 
to assign students to a probable cohort.to assign students to a probable cohort.
Districts confirm the cohort of the student. Districts confirm the cohort of the student. 
Final outcomes are determined from the Final outcomes are determined from the 
most recent events in our databases.most recent events in our databases.
Students are assigned to their most recent Students are assigned to their most recent 
diploma granting institution.diploma granting institution.
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Who is included?Who is included?
The The unadjusted cohort unadjusted cohort is comprised of any is comprised of any 
student, enrolled in an Oregon public school by student, enrolled in an Oregon public school by 
the end of the 2007the end of the 2007--08 school year, who first 08 school year, who first 
entered high school in 2004entered high school in 2004--05 in any school 05 in any school 
inside or outside Oregon.inside or outside Oregon.

The The adjusted cohort adjusted cohort is comprised of the is comprised of the 
unadjusted cohort minus students who died, unadjusted cohort minus students who died, 
entered the home schooling system, or entered the home schooling system, or 
transferred out to a diploma granting institution transferred out to a diploma granting institution 
outside the Oregon Public Education system as outside the Oregon Public Education system as 
their final high school educational setting.their final high school educational setting.
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Sample Statewide DataSample Statewide Data

1109711097Inferred Transfers outInferred Transfers out

240240NonNon--dropout leaversdropout leavers

435435Honorary DiplomaHonorary Diploma

2.8%2.8%12671267Alternate Credential or No DiplomaAlternate Credential or No Diploma

0.1%0.1%6464NonNon--continuing, noncontinuing, non--graduategraduate

9.61%9.61%43744374Continuing EnrollmentContinuing Enrollment

0.1%0.1%3333Adult HS DiplomaAdult HS Diploma

3.3%3.3%15191519GEDGED

1.8%1.8%833833ModifiedModified

9.6%9.6%43434343DropoutsDropouts

72.7%72.7%3306433064GraduatesGraduates

PctPct4549745497Adjusted CohortAdjusted Cohort

5730257302Unadjusted CohortUnadjusted Cohort

NumberNumberOutcomeOutcome
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Federal RequirementsFederal Requirements

State must set a graduation GoalState must set a graduation Goal
–– This need not be 100%This need not be 100%

State must set yearly targets that State must set yearly targets that 
show significant progress toward the show significant progress toward the 
goalgoal
Minimum group size should not Minimum group size should not 
exceed the minimum group size for exceed the minimum group size for 
participation (40).participation (40).
Margin of Error is unlikely to be Margin of Error is unlikely to be 
approved.approved.
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Federal FlexibilityFederal Flexibility

AYP reports may average data over AYP reports may average data over 
two years, or use the most recent two years, or use the most recent 
year, whichever is higher.year, whichever is higher.
States are responsible for developing States are responsible for developing 
subgroup membership rules.subgroup membership rules.
FourFour--year rate can include summer year rate can include summer 
graduates.graduates.
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Available OptionsAvailable Options

State may develop an extendedState may develop an extended--year year 
rate.rate.
–– It may not supplant the fourIt may not supplant the four--year rate.year rate.
–– Targets must be more aggressive (goal Targets must be more aggressive (goal 

is the same).is the same).

Targets for individual schools may Targets for individual schools may 
varyvary
–– States can implement a States can implement a ““Safe HarborSafe Harbor””

provisionprovision
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The following slides represent The following slides represent 
ODE leanings on the required ODE leanings on the required 

policy decisions. policy decisions. 

These are subject to revision.These are subject to revision.
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How to How to ““MeetMeet”” on Graduationon Graduation
Schools/subgroups can meet on AYP Schools/subgroups can meet on AYP 
Graduation through:Graduation through:

–– Meeting the target for the fourMeeting the target for the four--year rate; year rate; 
based on a twobased on a two--year average or the most year average or the most 
recent year; orrecent year; or

–– Decreasing the % of students not graduating Decreasing the % of students not graduating 
by 10% from one year to the next; orby 10% from one year to the next; or

–– Meeting the target for the Extended rate; Meeting the target for the Extended rate; 
based on a twobased on a two--year average or the most year average or the most 
recent yearrecent year
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Graduation Goal and TargetsGraduation Goal and Targets

Graduation Goal of 90%Graduation Goal of 90%
Targets with a 2% increase from current Targets with a 2% increase from current 
targets to the goal in 2020targets to the goal in 2020--21.21.

90%90%90%90%20202020--2121

1.5%1.5%2%2%Yearly Yearly 
IncreaseIncrease

73.5%73.5%68%68%20092009--1010

55--yearyear
ExtendedExtended

44--yearyear
CohortCohort

Reporting Reporting 
YearYear
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Minimum Cell SizeMinimum Cell Size

ODE recommends the minimum be a total ODE recommends the minimum be a total 
cohort size of 20 (an average of 10 for each cohort size of 20 (an average of 10 for each 
year).year).

Distribution of Single Year Cohort Size:Distribution of Single Year Cohort Size:
Less than 10:  Less than 10:  29   schools*29   schools*
10 to 19:10 to 19: 30   schools30   schools
20 to 39:20 to 39: 48 schools48 schools
40 or more:40 or more: 208208

* * ---- These schools are typically rated on attendance.These schools are typically rated on attendance.
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Subgroup MembershipSubgroup Membership

Race/EthnicityRace/Ethnicity
–– Based on the last student record.Based on the last student record.

Special Education, Economically Special Education, Economically 
Disadvantaged and Limited English Disadvantaged and Limited English 
ProficientProficient
–– Based on whether the student was Based on whether the student was 

classified in these subgroups at any classified in these subgroups at any 
time during high schooltime during high school




